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Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov> Wed, Mar 23, 2011 at 5:19 PM

To: 

Xrays and NCIC information is attached, let me know if you need anything else. 

Maxx

-- 

Detective E. Maxwell

Major Crimes Unit

West Valley City Police Dept. Utah

801-963-3581 Desk

801-963-3332 Fax

This email may contain sensitive or confidential information regarding individuals or investigations being

conducted by the West Valley Police Department.  If you have received this email and you are not the intended

recipient, please notify the above office, then immediately destroy the documents received.

2 attachments

SP Dental Xrays.pdf

3409K

NCIC SP Dental.PDF

42K

DeniseRomero Thu, Mar 24, 2011 at 2:47 PM

To: Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov>

Thank you for the information, I have a photo of our jane joe and a photo of your missing woman, I am
sending it to you just so you can see why I felt like this woman may be your Susan Powell.  As we
discussed our Jane Doe had a full mouth of dental implants which were very expensive.  Let’s just
say that just maybe our Jane Doe is your Susan Powell there would be a year to have had this
procedure done as she went missing Dec 2009 and we found our Jane Doe Oct 2010…as you will
see in the scanned photo I sent you our Jane Doe is wearing a cross pendant can you tell me if
Susan Powell had any item of jewelry that matches.  I am thinking it may not be her but yet the
similarities do have me wondering.. Please contact me if you have any questions.  Thank you for your
time. 

 

Sgt. 
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From: Ellis Maxwell [mailto:ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:19 PM

To: 

Subject: Powell Information

[Quoted text hidden]

Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov> Thu, Mar 24, 2011 at 3:07 PM

To: DeniseRomero 

Wow. I wish I could tell you what jewelry she could be wearing but her husband wasn't any help. Susan's DNA is

in CODIS, when's the soonest a DNA comparison could be completed? I'm thinking we would want to use DNA to

prove or disprove because you're right there was a year where the dental work could've been performed.  

[Quoted text hidden]

DeniseRomero Thu, Mar 24, 2011 at 3:12 PM

To: Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov>

I will be contacting the Office of the Medical Examiner to find out when we can obtain a sample of her
DNA so we may take to our Crime Lab for analysis I will request they expedite and hopefully we will
have an answer within a few short months.  I know it’s a long shot but that photo of Susan Powell
against our Jane Doe is eerie, several of us here feel there are a lot of similarities.  Does anyone in
her family other than her husband, know if she owned a pendant as shown in the photo?  What was
your take on the photo?  It wasn’t aligned perfectly.   

 

From: Ellis Maxwell [mailto:ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:08 PM

To: 

Subject: Re: Powell Information

[Quoted text hidden]

Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov> Thu, Mar 24, 2011 at 3:29 PM

To: 

The cross pendant wouldn't be something she would wear simply because she is/was LDS and they don't wear

crosses. The eyebrows is the only other thing that I question. Although these two things can not eliminate

the possibilities. You're right the similarities are so close it's eerie! The eyes, lips, nose, cheeks, forehead, and

hair. 

Can you call me? is my mobile...

[Quoted text hidden]
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Ellis Maxwell <ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov>

Jane Doe found in Los Lunas NM

Tue, May 3, 2011 at 11:20 AM

To: ellis.maxwell@wvc-ut.gov

Hello my name is Det. . I was asked to again look into the Jane Doe body found here in Los Lunas NM. I

was looking at the email correspondence between you and Det.  and found you had yet to be informed of

the Office of the Medical Investigators findings. Forensic Odontologist  had excluded your missing

person Susan Powell from being our Jane Doe and had noted this in her NamUs file #8002. Mr. 

information is . If you have any further questions please let me know.

 

Det. 

 

I.04.000037




